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At the beginning of their lessons, do your teachers know which students 
are absent and which students will turn up late? 

Could you improve safeguarding by sharing information about absence 
and lateness in a more efficient way?

Does your organisation need to save money on its administrative costs? 

eNotify is a new software product that will revolutionise the way your 
organisation manages the reporting of student absence, lateness and 
other appointments. 

eNotify makes sure that everyone gets the message exactly when they 
need it.

The staff notification screen updates the instant a notification is received, 
so that staff have up-to-date information on student absence at their 
fingertips:

eNotify
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Notifications can be raised in two ways. Staff can take information from the college’s 
current absence reporting method, eg. dedicated absence line, texts, or emails - and input 
this information into eNotify themselves. There is also an optional mobile phone app which 
can be downloaded by students, allowing them to raise their own notification directly. The 
two methods can be used in conjunction or separately, both generating a notification 
which appears in eNotify, also sending an email to any associated staff members.

“…students find the app really easy to 
use and staff like the simplicity of eNotify, 
which allows them to add notifications 
themselves should absences be reported 
via means other than the app.”

Rachel Gibson – Newcastle College

eNotify will save  
you time!
When a notification is received, it 
automatically identifies which course 
the student is on and will notify the 
relevant tutor.
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eNotify collates statistics about the notifications and displays them in a live 
dashboard, enabling the analysis of notifications types and trends. This 
will allow you to spot patterns and therefore target resources to deal with 
persistent ‘offenders’.

Case Study
eNotify has been hugely beneficial to Newcastle College. We have in excess of 10,000 
students and previously 6 individual school offices had their own absence line, which 
needed to be staffed and monitored. Since we have started using eNotify, the need for 
separate systems has been eradicated and our absence reporting and monitoring has 
been streamlined into one efficient, centralised system. This has resulted in the college 
experiencing a significant reduction in the amount of admin time spent on this task, 
allowing us to focus these resources elsewhere.

eNotify is a really simple and efficient system, which enables relevant members 
of staff to instantly receive notification of student absence. It provides us with rich 
data in respect of student absence and allows us to spot patterns of absence and 
assist in safeguarding of students. We are able to identify, monitor and support 
regular absentees and easily and efficiently follow up student absence.

Students find the app really easy to use and staff like the simplicity of eNotify, 
which allows them to add notifications themselves should absences be reported 
via means other than the app.

When we first purchased eNotify we used it as a standalone product which was 
great, however since then we have used it in conjunction with eTrackrilp and the 
integration is fantastic – we are now able to access all our absence data directly 
from eTrackrilp, which is really handy.

Rachel Gibson, Head of Central Support Service, Newcastle College
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AWON (Absent Without Notification)
eNotify now has a dedicated AWON page, displaying a list of absent 
students who have not notified the college. eNotify interrogates your 
register system and identifies those students who are absent but have not 
raised a notification, allowing you to quickly and efficiently follow this up.

Once followed up, and a reason has been established for the 
absence, you can convert this into a normal notification which will 
then appear on your home screen, identified by a red circle as 
having originally been ‘AWON’.
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eNotify has a reporting feature which allows you to filter and run reports 
on students’ absence notifications.

These reports can be exported as Excel, Word or PDF documents.

eNotify assists you in improving 
Safeguarding!
The rich data provided by eNotify could alert you to potential safeguarding 
issues. This will enable timely interventions in situations where any concerns 
have been identified.
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SAVE MONEY!
eNotify will not only improve the quality of information sharing, but will potentially allow you 
to make massive savings on your administrative workload enabling your staff resources to be 
allocated more effectively to support strategies to improve attendance.

Data Integration

eNotify will integrate with all college MI systems in order to pull through details of 
students and staff. It will also integrate with our outstanding ILP Product, eTrackrilp, 
pulling through information from the eTrackrilp database.

eNotify can be used as a stand alone web-based application, or as an 
additional module to eTrackrilp.

Contact us now for your 15 minute online demonstration! 
Call us on 01689 452432 or email info@enotify-uk.co.uk
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T: 01689 452432

E: info@enotify-uk.co.uk

W: www.enotify-uk.co.uk

eNotify


